Metropolitan Mixed Pennants (Division 3) Report
5th February 2017
Round 5 of the Metropolitan Mixed was played against Macquarie Links at Macquarie Links
Golf Club with a 3/2 loss as follows:
Game 1

Daniel Grzelak & Bec Wright lost 5/4

Game 2

Adrian New & Maxine Malcolm won 2/1

Game 3

Duane Johnston & Candice Bell won 5/4

Game 4

Bruce Dunlop & Tricia Gleeson lost 5/3

Game 5

Bill Bell & Chris Pettitt lost 2 down

Reserves

Frank Michael & Bernadette Johnston lost 1 down

Today’s golfing report thanks to team member Frank Michael.
Royal Studley Park had its 2017 campaign on the line today as it was do or die sudden death
blockbuster golf that the golf channel on Fox drool over . Well that’s what it felt like in the 40+
degree heat wave we were playing in. To their credit Macquarie Links had the drinks cart doing
the rounds as well as icy cold wet face washers which were gold thankyou and very much
appreciated!!
Bill & Chris were first to the tee after Chris won the toss but unfortunately were pipped at the
post for their first loss of the season, unlucky guys - great effort. The second wave of our attack
was Bruce & Tricia who have a rocky history with this club and like our first pair just ran out of
holes to get the job done. Next up was Duane & Candice a pair delivered straight from the
golfing gods themselves ripped their opponents apart. Simply outstanding well done!!
Following the golfing immortals were the tried and tested pairing of Adrian & Maxine. These
two have had an indifferent season but today was theirs and they chimed in together and
disposed of their hapless opponents with ease, Great win well done!!
Stepping up to the tee was the undefeated pair of Daniel & Bec. Unfortunately today they met
their match and some. You can’t win them all unlucky guys! Well that leaves myself &
Bernadette bringing in the rear in the reserves match. Mind you the pressure was on as we
(Royal Studley Park) are undefeated in the reserves season. This was our first match together
and we won the first off to a flyer. They would work their way to the lead by the fifth hole and
we then squared 7 holes straight. We were in a battle here. Needing to win the last to square
the match the opposition drained a three and half metre downhill putt to square the whole and
win the match unbelievable. Great game Bernadette unfortunately the golfing gods weren’t on
our side today!
Our dreams have been shattered and we will not be progressing to the knockout phase of the
competition. Until next week cheers!
Final round next Sunday 12 February at Camden against Glenmore Heritage
Christine Pettitt
Team Manager

